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QUESTION 1

Workers can be assigned a night shift allowance when reporting time between 08:00PM and 11:00PM. 

Which two options should you perform to configure that? 

A. You define a unit\\'s x rate element in Global Payroll that the worker would be eligible for, submit the Generate Data
Dictionary Time Attributes process, define a time entry field dependent on the payroll time type time attribute using the
units x rate time attribute, and manually assign one quantity of the dependent time attribute on the worker\\'s time card. 

B. You define an hours x rate element in Global Payroll that the worker would be eligible for, submit the Generate Data
Dictionary Time Attributes process, and define a time calculation rule to automatically generate the night shift allowance
based on the night conditions. 

C. You define a unit\\'s x rate element in Global Payroll that the worker would be eligible for, submit the Generate Data
Dictionary Time Attributes process, and define a time calculation rule to automatically generate the night shift allowance
based on the night conditions. 

D. You define a unit\\'s x rate element in Global Payroll that the worker would be eligible for, submit the Generate Data
Dictionary Time Attributes process, and manually assign one quantity of the payroll time type related to the night shift
allowance on the worker\\'s time card. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

A senior system designer has asked you to create time consumer sets for both Project Costing and Project 

Execution Management by using the delivered time category of All Projects Entries and for time to be 

transferred only when approved. 

How should you achieve this? 

A. This cannot be done because although All Projects Entries can be used for the time category, time cards can be
transferred to Project Execution Management only when they are submitted. 

B. You would modify the delivered All Projects Entries time category to contain only absence entries and use this in both
time consumer sets. Transferring only on approval is the default behavior for both time consumers. 

C. This cannot be done because only absence entries can be transferred to Project Execution Management and time
cards transferred to Project Execution Management are transferred when they are submitted. 

D. This cannot be done because although the time consumer set can be configured to transfer time cards to Project
Execution Management only when approved, the time category of All Projects Entries cannot be used. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

How should you define a new, single attribute time card field with a new data source for the Project Costing Task time
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attribute that is dependent on the Project Costing Project value selected? 

A. Define the new time card field as an independent time card field using a properly defined table value set as the new
data source. 

B. Define the new time card filed as a dependent time card field, using the new data source with a properly defined table
value set with the independent time card fields as the required Project Costing ? Expenditure Type time attribute. 

C. Define the new time card field by entering the correct parameters when running the Generate Time Card Fields
process. 

D. Only the delivered Project Costing Task time card field may be used in Cloud Time and Labor. 

E. Define the new Task time card filed as a dependent time card filed using the new data source with a properly defined
table value set, defined using the Dependent Field Definition page for the independent Project Costing ?Projects Time
Card Field. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer requirement is to define TCR rules that relate different types of time attribute (i.e., Payroll Time Type or
Project and Task) values to the rule results. 

Which option will allow the administrator to meet this requirement? 

A. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the templates, enable the selection of Time Attribute
Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 

B. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the template, define the Rule Execution Type as
"Create" to enable the selection of Time Attribute Types and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and
assign them using a rule set. 

C. Use a delivered TCR formula to define new customer-defined templates. In the templates, enable the selection of
Time Attribute Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 

D. Use either a delivered TCR formula or create a new formula to define new customer-defined templates. Enable the
various Time Attributes along with the data source in the templates. Define the new rules by selecting the specific type
of attribute values for the time attributes in the rules. Assign the rules using a rule set. 

E. This is not possible using the existing functionality. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to assign a worker as a scheduler and act on a manager\\'s behalf. The worker should have access to
scheduling groups X and Y, but not to Z. 

How should you set this up? 

A. You only need to give the worker the Time and Labor Manager role 
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B. You only need to create a scheduler profile for this worker 

C. You need to assign this worker as a scheduler to the correct scheduler profiles and give this worker the Time and
Labor Manager role 

D. Only line managers can be schedulers 

Correct Answer: B 
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